Book Asara Lovejoy for Your Event

Asara Lovejoy, author of The One Command published by
Berkley Trade Press division of Penguin Group (USA) Inc.
reveals your greatest success tool right within you, your rich
theta mind!
Lecture Series
In The One Command, Lovejoy introduces a completely unique
approach to accessing innate human intelligence by ‘command’ in
Theta mind state. In her 1 to 3 hour presentations Asara covers the
fundamentals behind the science of making change at the neurological,
biological, and cellular level for a better life while in theta through 6easy steps. Negativity and stress are immediately reduced or
eliminated entirely by responding to any fearful thought or perception
of lack that arises.
Lovejoy explains why it is possible to instill confidence, get the results
you want and to become self-empowered rather than live life based on
lack, fear, struggle from this advanced information.
She shares her personal story of being down and out and almost losing
her home and the turn around in her finances and wellbeing she made
through her discovery of The One Command process.
In the few years since Lovejoy has written the One Command Book
she shares how she applied the One Command, going into theta and
making a command for change every step of the way, in not only
rebuilding her life, but also generating over two million dollars in
revenue through her teachings, products and services. And Asara has
a consistent message, she says, “ If I can do it so can you.”
Asara gives many examples of One Command successes and
demonstrates the process with volunteers from the audience. She also
leads the audience through exercises and processes that tune them
into how they can access this portion of their intelligence on demand.
The overwhelming praise and gratitude from those learning about The
One Command and Asara Lovejoy is consistent with statements such
as: You explain it so well, I never knew this was possible, Can
it really be this easy, and Thank you so much.
Invite Asara to be a Keynote Speaker!
Asara Lovejoy’s powerful and inspiring talks always include a direct

experience of your theta-thinking mind and your biology of greatness an experience that transforms, educates and enlightens in a moment.
The most powerful self-help in the world is the ability that you have
right within you – your very own brain and biology. With Asara you
discover the undisclosed secret of the rich, talented successful, and
satisfied! Asara provides an inspiring event that positively impacts
your audience.
Asara asks, “What if you learned something about yourself that you
could take home or put into your business and use again and again?”
That is what I guarantee when I spend time with you and your
organization.
Asara has presented over 200 hundred seminars Nationally and
Internationally and has consulted one-one-one with over 20,000
clients. Her One Command® Circles programs are active on every
Continent and most of the 50 states.
In every event with Asara, for an hour talk or longer seminars you can
expect exceptional results that open the door to absolutely new
experiences in your personal growth and excellence.
Here is what you discover ....
o Ability to think in new directions with improved results
o Engage Your Greatness that is in your biology and neurology
o See Mastery in you and others
o Go from Success to Success rather than stop and start o
Eliminate fear and failure
o Increase income, productivity and results
If you are interested is going beyond motivation - outside the box into
awesome new possibilities then Asara is a must have speaker and
presenter for your event or organization.

Contact: Asara Lovejoy Direct: (360) 321-4842
Office (855) 8624636
Email:asara@asara.com
www.asara.com
www.CommandingWealth.com
www.theonecommandlife.com

	
  

